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ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF FeSiA. E. Petrova, V. N. Krasnorussky, S. M. Stishov *Institute for High Pressure Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142190, Troitsk, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived Marh 11, 2010Measurements of the sound veloities in a single rystal of FeSi were performed in the temperature range4�300 K. Elasti onstants C11 and C44 deviate from a quasiharmoni behavior at high temperature; on theother hand, elasti onstants C12 inreases anomalously in the entire temperature range, indiating a hange inthe eletron struture of this material.The intermetalli ompound with a ubi B20 rys-tal struture FeSi has attrated muh attention overdeades due to its unusual physial properties. A singlerystal FeSi, being a semiondutor with a small energygap about 0.05 eV at low temperatures, reveals metalliproperties above 100 K [1�5℄. Angle-resolved photoe-mission spetrosopy demonstrates the disappearaneof an energy gap in FeSi at high temperatures [6�8℄.One of the intriguing features of the physial proper-ties of FeSi is that its magneti suseptibility inreasesat temperatures above 100 K, reahing a broad max-imum at 500 K, followed by the Curie�Weiss behavi-or at higher temperatures. The eletrial ondutivityof FeSi also inreases steeply in the same temperatureinterval as the magneti suseptibility. No magnetiordering in FeSi was found at any temperature [9℄.A number of theories and models have been sug-gested to explain the experimental observations, in-luding a model of loalized states at the Fermi level,a spin-�utuation theory, and a Kondo model (see,e. g., [1, 3, 10℄). Aording to reent studies, the Kondosenario is not needed for the explanation of the physi-al properties of FeSi [8℄. The onept of a strongly or-related semiondutor with an energy gap destroyed byorrelations has gained aeptane as a general frame-work for interpreting the properties of FeSi. But, in-dependently of any kind of theories, experimental datashow that an insulator�metal rossover ours in FeSiat elevated temperature, whih should in�uene the in-terpartile interations and hene the elasti propertiesof FeSi.*E-mail: sergei�hppi.troitsk.ru

The main goal of this paper is to study the e�ets ofgradual metallization on the elasti properties of FeSi.The signi�ane of this study is enhaned by the impor-tane of FeSi as a potential onstituent of Earth's ore.Previously, elasti properties of FeSi were studied inRefs. [11℄ and [12℄ in the temperature range 80�400 K,but, as we �nd, extending these measurements to lowertemperatures provides a more omplete interpretationof the origin of its elasti properties.We report the results of ultrasoni studies of a singlerystal of FeSi in the temperature range 4�300 K. Themeasurements were performed using a digital pulse-eho tehnique (see the details in Ref. [13℄). Thesingle rystal of FeSi was grown by the Chokhralskymethod. The lattie parameter of the rystal, de-termined by powder X-ray di�ration, was equal to4.483Å, whih orresponds well to literature values.Eletron-probe miroanalysis showed a small de�it(less than 0.1 at.%) of Si, whih is generally typialof rystals of FeSi grown in di�erent laboratories.Eletri and magneti harateristis of the rystalare displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. Eletrial measurementswere made by a four-terminal d method. Magnetisuseptibility was measured with a Quantum DesignMagneti Properties Measurement System. Figure 1shows the temperature dependene of the ondutiv-ity � and magneti suseptibility � of FeSi samples utfrom the same bath as those used for ultrasound stud-ies. We note that the steep inrease in both the on-dutivity and magneti suseptibility starts at about100 K. Figure 2a demonstrates that in the temperatureregime below 100 K, the resistivity � an be approxi-mated by the expression for variable-range hopping. Inthe narrow temperature region 100�150 K, the resistiv-482
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependene of the d ondu-tivity � and magneti suseptibility � of FeSi
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0 0:005 0:010 0:0151=T; K�1Fig. 2. Eletri ondutivity � = 1=� on a logarithmisale as a funtion of T�1=4 (a, � / exp(T0=T )1=4,T0 � 40000 K) and T�1 (b, � / exp(Eg=2kT ),Eg = 690 K) for FeSiity � an be desribed by the standard ativation for-mula with the energy gap Eg = 0:06 eV or Eg = 690 K(Fig. 2b). Close to room temperature, the resistivityrosses over into a saturation regime, whih seems tobe too early for a semiondutor with the indiated gap.This probably signi�es the gap losure and entry into ametalli state, in agreement with Refs. [6�8℄. All theseobservations generally agree with the data available inthe literature (see, e. g., [5℄).For the ultrasoni studies, two samples of FeSiabout 2 mm thik with orientations along [111℄ and
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependene of the elasti on-stants of FeSi[100℄ were ut from a big single rystal. The orre-sponding surfaes of the samples were made optially�at and parallel. The 36Æ Y (P -wave) and 41Æ X (S-wave) ut LiNbO3 transduers were bonded to the sam-ples with various adhesives, inluding silion greasesand superglue. The temperature was measured by aalibrated Cernox sensor with an auray of 0.02 K.The speed of sound and the elasti onstants C11,C44 and C12 are alulated using the known thiknessand density of the samples and the relationsC11 = �V 2l [100℄; C44 = �V 2s [100℄;�V 2l [111℄ = 13(C11 + 2C12 + 4C44);�V 2s [111℄ = 13(C11 � C12 + C44); (1)where Vl and Vs are the veloities of longitudinal andtransverse waves and indies in square brakets de�nepropagation diretions of sound waves. We note thatthe elasti onstant C12 was evaluated using two dif-ferent equations for the speed of the longitudinal andtransverse sound waves. Both ways gave quite onsis-tent results. Taking all the experimental unertaintiesinto aount, the auray of the elasti onstants ob-tained an be estimated as being of the order of 1%,although the preision of the data displayed in Fig. 3is signi�antly better.Results of the measurements and alulations areshown in Fig. 3 and Table. Our data on FeSi generallyagree with results in Refs. [11, 12℄ in the overlapping483 7*



A. E. Petrova, V. N. Krasnorussky, S. M. Stishov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 3 (9), 2010Table. Elasti moduli of FeSi (a = 4:483Å atT = 298 K)Cij ,1012 dyn/m2 T = 4:8 K T = 77:8 K T = 292:8 KC11 3.462 3.445 3.167C44 1.390 1.386 1.252C12 1.058 1.060 1.129
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependene of �C11 == C11(T = 0) � C11(T ): 1 � experimental data;2 � extrapolation from low temperatures with Eq. (2)region of temperatures, although a lak of numerialdata in Ref. [11, 12℄ and the relatively lower resolutionin Ref. [11℄ do not allow a detailed omparison.As an be seen from Fig. 3, the elasti onstantsC11 and C44 of FeSi derease with temperature at arate rapidly inreasing at about 100 K. This behavioran be explained most straightforwardly by a simplemodel of solids. Aording to the quasiharmoni the-ory, a temperature dependene of the adiabati elastionstants is de�ned by the expression [14℄Cij = Cij(T = 0)(1�D��); (2)where Cij are harmoni values of the elasti onstants,D is a parameter de�ned by the rystal struture, and�� is the mean energy per osillator ( 3sN�� = U , whereU is thermal energy, N is the number of atoms, and sis the degree of freedom).Using values of the elasti onstants from Table, weestimate the Debye temperature of FeSi, whih turnedout to be �D = 690 K, and alulated the orrespond-ing thermal energy U . Simple alulations illustrated
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642U;103 J/moleFig. 5. The ondutivity � (urve 1), Poisson's ratioC12=(C12 + C11) (2 ), and thermal energy U (3 ) forFeSi versus temperature. The thermal energy is alu-lated in the Debye approximation (�D = 690 K)in Fig. 4 show that the Debye model of solids an a-ount for the behavior of C11 and C44 to at least 170 K.At the same time, these alulations reveal anomaloussti�ening of C11 and C44 at higher temperatures (seein this onnetion Ref. [12℄). The inrease in C12 (seeFig. 3) and hene a steady inrease in the Poisson ra-tio C12=(C12 + C11) (Fig. 5) in the entire temperaturerange is another spei� feature of the elasti propertiesof FeSi. This was not properly reognized in Ref. [12℄,although an anomalous behavior of C12 an be seenafter a areful analysis of the �gures in [12℄.An explanation of that highly �anharmoni� behav-ior of the elasti onstants of FeSi apparently lies in thespei�s of its eletroni subsystem. The emergene ofa metalli state implies generation of an eletron liquidin FeSi that would normally give a positive ontribu-tion to its bulk modulus and modify the interatomiinteration. Both fators are expeted to inluene theelasti onstants, and ertainly ould lead to a devia-tion from a simple quasiharmoni model.Remarkably, the energy gap and the Debye tem-perature �D in FeSi have pratially the same values.This fat is re�eted in a rapid inrease in the hargearrier and phonon populations, obviously ourringin the same temperature interval around 100 K, asfollows from behavior of the eletri resistivity, mag-neti suseptibility, and elasti onstants of FeSi. Itis worth realling that the ondutivity mehanism inFeSi hanges from hopping to ativation also around100 K (see Fig. 2). However, whether this is a sim-ple oinidene or there is hidden physis in the bak-ground remains to be seen.484
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